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Principles & Practices in Science Education
Dr. David C. Stone (Chemistry)
Prof. Jim Colliander (Mathematics)
http://www.chem.utoronto.ca/coursenotes/JSC301/
• 12 weeks, 2 lecture hours/week
• Enrolment in STEM program
• Minimum 8.0 credits (3rd year +)
• Counts as social sciences breadth credit
• Includes project and/or placement















1 Knowledge, teaching, & learning
Constructivism, development, 
memory, taxonomies 
2 Curriculum, planning, & assessing
Ontario science curriculum, 
learning activities & outcomes
3 Practical considerations
Misconceptions, threshold 
concepts, learning styles, media
4 Project development & presentation
Various; guest presentations 




















Patricia K. Cross, "Learning is about making connections"
The Cross Papers Number 3 1999, publ. League for Innovation in the 
Community College, available via ERIC/EDRS
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Things to do:
• Without consulting the internet, a text, 
or lecture notes, draw as completely as 
possible (and bring with you next 
week):
- a concept map for one key STEM concept 
from your primary subject area
- a concept map for one key STEM concept 



























• In your head, convert the date to 




- fifteenth april eighty-nine
- twenty-sixth september nineteen eighty-seven


































• Ontario curriculum S-17, 1952 (grade 11-12)
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Post-Sputnik:




“It cannot be too strongly 
emphasized that the aim 
of the course is to create 
an understanding of the 
subject, rather than to 
provide information to be 
memorized.”
(Grade 12 chemistry, p.1)
Science 1999
“The [grade 9-12 program] 
is designed to promote 
these goals:
• to understand the basic 
concepts of science
• to develop the skills, 
strategies, and habits of 
mind required for 
scientific inquiry
• to relate science to 
technology, society, and 
the environment
(Grade 9/10 Science, p.4)
Robert D. Gidney













“Some students will resort to rote memory and routine 
procedures ... They will try to learn enough ... to pass 
the test without developing any real insider feel.  And 
pass they may, ending up with knowledge troubled by 




- Foreign or alien
- Tacit (assumed)
David Perkins, “The Many Faces of Constructivism.”! Educational 

















“[alternative conceptions] seem to result from 
the confident and impulsive application of a 
crude, incomplete, limited, and superficial 
explanatory framework about chemical 
substances and phenomena.  This knowledge 
system ... creates the illusion of explanatory 
depth: students believe that they understand 
more than they actually do.”
Talanquer, J. Chem. Ed., 2006, 83(5), 811-816 (emphasis added)
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Origin of alternative conceptions:
• An atom is…
- Smallest object that retains the properties of 
an element (common)
- Smallest unit of an element, having all the 
characteristics of that element
- Smallest part of an element that can exist 
chemically (Oxford Dictionary of Chemistry)





• Grade 3 science
- Growth & Changes in Plants
• Grade 7 & 8 science
- A Pure Substances & Mixtures Mixer
- Zombie Cell Apocalypse
• Grade 11 biology
- The Genetics of Blood Types
• Grade 11 chemistry
- Bonding with Bonding
- Freezing Point Depression: Ice Cream!
- The Game of Life Chemistry
• Grade 11 physics
- Newton’s Laws by Experiment
• Grade 12 biology
- Career Exploration: Building a Wiki
- Microarray and Cancer Detection
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Student projects:
• Grade 5 science/health & Body
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